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Spatial Lobes Division Based Low Complexity
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Abstract—This paper focuses on the design of low complexity
hybrid analog/digital precoding and diversity combining in mil-
limeter wave (mmWave) Internet of things (IoT) systems. Firstly,
by exploiting the sparseness property of the mmWave in the
angular domain, we propose a spatial lobes division (SLD) to
group the total paths of the mmWave channel into several spatial
lobes, where the paths in each spatial lobe form a low-rank
sub-channel. Secondly, based on the SLD operation, we propose
a low complexity hybrid precoding scheme, named HYP-SLD.
Specifically, for each low-rank sub-channel, we formulate the
hybrid precoding design as a sparse reconstruction problem and
separately maximizes the spectral efficiency. Finally, we further
propose a maximum ratio combining based diversity combining
scheme, named HYP-SLD-MRC, to improve the bit error rate
(BER) performance of mmWave IoT systems. Simulation results
demonstrate that, the proposed HYP-SLD scheme significantly
reduces the complexity of the classic orthogonal matching pursuit
(OMP) scheme. Moreover, the proposed HYP-SLD-MRC scheme
achieves great improvement in BER performance compared with
the fully digital precoding scheme.
Index Terms—IoT, millimeter wave communication, hybrid
precoding, low complexity, diversity combining.
I. INTRODUCTION
THE wireless data traffic of Internet of things (IoT) isexpected to grow exponentially in the next few years,
since the number of access devices in IoT will face explosive
growth [1]. Millimeter wave (mmWave) technology, which is
one of the most important technologies for IoT, can greatly
alleviate the above traffic pressure due to the abundant spec-
trum resources and large bandwidth [2]. Moreover, the small
wavelength of mmWave signals enables the deployment of
large antenna arrays into small space of IoT devices [3].
By now, the 60 GHz mmWave communication protocols
have been introduced in IEEE 802.11ad and 802.11ay [4],
[5]. However, owing to the high carrier frequency, mmWave
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signals experience severe attenuation, which makes mmWave
face many challenges when applied to the IoT [6]. As another
promising technology for IoT and 5G, massive multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) could generate high precoding gains
to compensate for the high path loss of mmWave through
the precoding technology [7]–[10]. Therefore, it is of great
significance to study precoding schemes in mmWave IoT
systems [11].
There are three main candidate precoding schemes, i.e.,
fully digital precoding, analog precoding and hybrid pre-
coding. The fully digital precoding is widely employed in
the classic MIMO communication system, which demands
radio frequency (RF) chains comparable in number to the
antennas [12], [13]. Though multiple data streams could be
transmitted simultaneously, the prohibitive energy consump-
tion of these RF chains makes the fully digital precoding
impractical for the mmWave IoT system [14]. In the analog
precoding architecture, all the antennas share a single RF chain
[15]. Using the phase shifters, analog precoding could obtain
high precoding gains with low power consumption, but has
to tolerate some performance loss. To circumvent the above
problems, the hybrid precoding has been proposed, where
a high-dimensional analog precoder is followed by a low-
dimensional digital precoder [16]–[20]. Between the analog
and digital precoders, the number of the RF chains is much
less than the number of antennas. The hybrid precoding could
achieve similar performance as the digital precoding with
much lower power consumption therefore it is more attractive
to mmWave IoT systems.
There are many papers devote to the design of the hybrid
precoding schemes [17], [21]–[24]. The hybrid precoding
architecture was first proposed for mmWave communications
in [17]. According to the sparse structure of the mmWave
channel, an orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) base scheme
was proposed. This scheme firstly models the spectral effi-
ciency optimization problem as a sparse reconstruction prob-
lem. Then, it selects the analog precoding vectors from the
set of array response vectors and constructs the digital pre-
coding matrix by the least square. Though the OMP scheme
could achieve good spectral efficiency, it contains singular
value decomposition (SVD) and inverse operations of high
dimensional matrices, which lead to high computational com-
plexity. Therefore, many recent hybrid precoding literatures
focus on reducing the complexity of the hybrid precoding.
In [21], the authors proposed four methods to achieve dif-
ferent tradeoffs between the performance and complexity for
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single user hybrid precoding. In [22], [23], the array-of-
subarrays architecture was considered to reduce the computing
complexity in which each RF chain is only collected with
partial antennas. In [24], the beamspace schemes were also
proposed to obtain low-complexity hybrid precoding matrices,
which transformed high-dimensional matrix operations into
low-dimensional beamspace matrix operations. Moreover, the
angular domain signal processing methods were also proposed
for mmWave communications, which utilize array signal pro-
cessing technologies to provide reliable design [25], [26].
To the best of our knowledge, all above methods were
based on the clustered channel model and did not fully utilize
the sparseness property in angular domain of the mmWave.
According to [27]–[29], the angles of the arrive/departure
(AOAs/AODs) of the paths in the mmWave channel could be
grouped in several separated spatial lobes (SLs). For paths
in different spatial lobes, their AOAs/AODs are sufficiently
separable, while the AOAs/AODs of the paths in one spatial
lobe are relatively close. This sparseness property in the
angular domain leads to the possibility to divide the mmWave
channel approximately orthogonally, which could be utilized
to reduce the complexity of the hybrid precoding and improve
the system performance.
In this paper, we propose a low complexity hybrid pre-
coding scheme and a diversity combining scheme for the
mmWave IoT systems. By exploiting the sparseness property
in angular domain of the mmWave, we firstly carry out a
spatial lobes division (SLD) operation to group the total
paths into several spatial lobes. SLD operation reconstructs
the clustered mmWave channel into equivalent spatial lobes
channel which consists of several approximately orthogonal
sub-channels. Then, based on the SLD operation, we propose
a low complexity hybrid precoding scheme, named HYP-SLD,
which formulates the hybrid precoding design as a set of sparse
reconstruction problems. For each sub-channel, the HYP-SLD
scheme provides a decoupling solution to the design of the
analog and digital precoding matrices. Finally, we further pro-
pose a maximum ratio combining based diversity combining
scheme, named HYP-SLD-MRC. For data streams in each
sub-channel, the HYP-SLD-MRC scheme adds data streams
weighted by the corresponding signal-to-noise ratios (SNR)
together for reducing the bit error rate (BER) of IoT. The
main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.
• We fully utilize the sparseness property in the angular
domain of the mmWave to design the low complexity hy-
brid precoding scheme. The complexity of the proposed
HYP-SLD scheme is proportional to the number of paths
in one spatial lobe (sub-channel). Compared with the
OMP scheme, the reduction of computational complexity
is more than 99% in a mmWave IoT system where the
transmitter has 64 antennas and 16 RF chains, and the
receiver has 32 antennas and 8 RF chains.
• Through a simple linear summation operation, the pro-
posed HYP-SLD-MRC scheme maximizes the output
SNR for each sub-channel. Therefore, the BER perfor-
mance is greatly improved compared with the fully digital
precoding scheme. Moreover, since the HYP-SLD-MRC
scheme deals with each sub-channel rather than the total
signals for the mmWave IoT systems, the multiplexing
gains could also be obtained.
Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed HYP-
SLD achieves near-optimal spectral efficiency and BER per-
formances. Moreover, the proposed HYP-SLD-MRC scheme
achieves great improvement in BER performance compared
with the fully digital precoding scheme.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, the system model, channel model and the problem for-
mulation are presented. The characteristics of spatial lobes,
the equivalent spatial lobes channel and the low complexity
hybrid precoding strategy are demonstrated in Section III.
In Section IV, the diversity combining scheme is proposed.
The simulation results are presented in Section V. Finally, we
conclude this paper in Section VI.
We use the following notations in this paper: a is a scalar,
a is a vector, A is a matrix and A is a set. A(i) is the
ith column of A and ‖A‖F is the Frobenius norm of A.
AT ,A∗,A−1 denote the transpose, conjugate transpose and
inverse of A respectively. diag(A) is a vector that consists
of diagonal elements of A and blkdiag(A,B) is the block
diagonal concatenation of A and B. [A |B ] is the horizontal
concatenation. |a| is the modulus of a. IN denotes a N ×N
identity matrix. O(N) means the order is N . CN (a,A) is a
complex Gaussian vector with mean a and covariance matrix
A. E[A] is the expectation of A.
II. SYSTEM MODEL, CHANNEL MODEL AND PROBLEM
FORMULATION
A. System Model
The hybrid precoding structure we consider in mmWave IoT
systems is shown in Fig. 1. The transmitter and receiver of IoT
devices are equipped with Nt and Nr antennas, respectively.
The number of the RF chains at the transmitter and the receiver
are respectively denoted as N tRF and N
r
RF, which are subject
to the constrains Ns ≤ N tRF ≤ Nt and Ns ≤ N rRF ≤ Nr,
where Ns denotes the number of the data streams.
At the transmitter, N tRF × Ns baseband precoding matrix
FBB followed by an Nt×N tRF analog precoding matrix FRF
transforms Ns data streams to Nt antennas. Setting FT =
FRFFBB, the discrete-time transmitted signal vector could be
written as
X = FTs, (1)
where s is the Ns× 1 symbol vector with E[ss∗] = 1Ns INs . In
this system, FRF is implemented by phase shifters, which has
constant amplitude constraint
(
F
(i)
RFF
(i)∗
RF
)
l,l
= 1/Nt, where
(·)l,l denotes the lth diagonal element of a matrix. In addition,
the total power constrain is enforced by ‖FRFFBB‖2F = Ns.
We adopt a narrowband block-fading channel model as
shown in [17], which yields the received signal as
r =
√
ρHFTs + n, (2)
where H is the Nr × Nt mmWave channel matrix, ρ is the
average received power, and n ∼ CN (0, σ2n) is the additive
white Gaussian noise vector.
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the hybrid precoding structure in mmWave IoT systems.
After being combined at the receiver, the received signal is
y =
√
ρW∗THFTs + W
∗
Tn, (3)
where WT = WRFWBB, WRF is the Nr×N rRF RF combin-
ing matrix which should satisfy
(
W
(i)
RFW
(i)∗
RF
)
l,l
= 1/Nr and
WBB is the N rRF ×Ns baseband digital combining matrix.
B. Channel Model
The mmWave signals have higher free-space pathloss than
lower frequency signals and are sensitive to blockages, which
lead to limited spatial scattering. Therefore, the clustered
channel model is usually used to represent the mmWave
channel [28], which could be expressed as
H =
√
NtNr
MN
M∑
m=1
N∑
n=1
αm,nar(θ
r
m,n)at(θ
t
m,n)
∗, (4)
where M is the number of clusters and each cluster contributes
N propagation paths, αm,n denotes the complex gain of the
nth path in the mth cluster, θrm,n ∈ [0, 2pi] and θtm,n ∈ [0, 2pi]
are the AOA and AOD, respectively. By adopting uniform
linear arrays (ULAs), the antenna array response vectors
ar(θ
r
m,n) and at(θ
t
m,n) at the transmitter and the receiver could
be written as
at(θ
t
m,n) =
1√
Nt
[
1, ej(2pi/λ)dsin(θ
t
m,n ), ...
, ej(Nt−1)(2pi/λ)dsin(θ
t
m,n )
]T
,
(5)
and
ar(θ
r
m,n) =
1√
Nr
[
1, ej(2pi/λ)dsin(θ
r
m,n ), ...
, ej(Nr−1)(2pi/λ)dsin(θ
r
m,n )
]T
,
(6)
respectively, where λ is the wavelength of the signal, d = λ/2
denotes the aperture domain sample spacing. For convenient,
we rewrite the channel in a more compact form as
H=Ardiag(α)At
∗, (7)
where α =
√
NtNr
MN [α1, α2, ..., αMN ]
T contains the complex
gains of all paths, and the matrices
Ar =
[
ar(θ
r
1,1),ar(θ
r
1,2), ...,ar(θ
r
1,N ), ...,ar(θ
r
M,N )
]
(8)
and
At =
[
at(θ
t
1,1),at(θ
t
1,2), ...,at(θ
t
1,N ), ...,at(θ
t
M,N )
]
(9)
contain the array response vectors. Inspired by (7), we could
find that the number of the paths is the upper bound of the
rank of the mmWave channel matrix.
C. Problem Formulation
The target of designing the hybrid precoding matrices is
to maximize the spectral efficiency of mmWave IoT systems
achieved with Gaussian signalling over the mmWave channel
[30], where the spectral efficiency is given by
R = log2
(∣∣∣INs+ ρNsR−1n W∗BBW∗RFHFRFFBB
×F∗BBF∗RFH∗WRFWBB
∣∣∣), (10)
where Rn = σ2nW
∗
BBW
∗
RFWRFWBB is the noise covariance
matrix. As shown in [17], the design of precoding matrices and
combining matrices could be separated. The only difference
is that the combining matrices do not have an extra power
constraint. Therefore, we mainly focus on the design of
the precoding matrices at the transmitter and the combining
matrices at the receiver could be obtained similarly. The
corresponding target of designing the precoding matrices could
be simplified to maximize the mutual information, which is
given by
It(FRF,FBB) = log2
(∣∣∣I + ρ
Nsσ2n
HFRFFBB
× F∗BBF∗RFH∗
∣∣∣). (11)
However, directly designing the precoding matrices to maxi-
mize (11) is very non-trivial. Through mathematical derivation,
the hybrid precoding design problem could be formulated as
an equivalent sparse reconstruction problem which is aimed
to minimize the Euclidean distance between the product of
the analog and digital precoding matrices and the optimal un-
constrained precoding matrix [17]. The sparse reconstruction
problem could be formulated as
(FoptRF ,F
opt
BB) = arg min
FBB,FRF
‖Fopt − FRFFBB‖F ,
s.t. FRF ∈ FRF,
‖FRFFBB‖2
F
= Ns,
(12)
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where Fopt is the optimal unconstrained precoding matrix
which could be obtained from the SVD of the mmWave
channel H and FRF is the set of the feasible RF precoders
induced by the constant amplitude constraint. Note that, since
the feasibility constraint on the RF precoding matrix is non-
convex, it is very difficult to find a global optimal solution. In
the design of our hybrid precoding scheme, we mainly exploit
the sparseness property of the mmWave in the angular domain
to find a low complexity near-optimal solution.
III. PROPOSED LOW COMPLEXITY HYBRID PRECODING
ALGORITHM BASED ON SPATIAL LOBES DIVISION
In this section, we firstly demonstrate the characteristic
of spatial lobes of the mmWave channel. Then, we propose
the SLD operation which reconstructs the mmWave channel
into the equivalent spatial lobes channel. Based on the SLD
operation, the low complexity hybrid precoding strategy is
demonstrated in detail. Finally, we compare the complexity of
the proposed hybrid precoding scheme with the OMP scheme.
A. The Spatial Lobes Characteristics of mmWave
Recently, the mmWave channel was adequately measured by
NYU WIRELESS which confirmed that the mmWave could be
utilized in the 5G cellular networks [27]–[29]. The polar plot
of 28 GHz mmWave channel [27] is shown in Fig. 2. At the
receiver, there are five dominated spatial lobes with azimuth
angle spreads, which confirms that the mmWave channels also
have sparseness property in angular domain. In the traditional
3GPP and WINNER II channel models, which are widely
used in LTE, the paths in one time cluster are assumed to
arrive at a same angular spread. Whereas the measurement
results by NYU WIRELESS indicate that there are some
differences between the time cluster and the spatial lobe, which
are summarized as follow.
• The paths in one spatial lobe could come from more
than one time cluster. Each spatial lobe represents a main
AOA/AOD at which groups of multiple path components
(MPCs) arrive/depart over a contiguous range of angles
over several hundreds of nanoseconds [29].
• A cluster may contain multipath components which travel
close in time but arrive/depart from many angle lobe
directions [28].
• The number of spatial lobes is independent of the number
of time clusters [28].
The above differences indicate that the AOAs/AODs of
paths in different time clusters may be close to each other.
Therefore, we could not handle different time clusters sepa-
rately. In contrast, the angles of paths in different spatial lobes
are sufficiently separable, which prompts us to reconstruct the
mmWave channel from the spatia lobes perspective and further
to reduce the complexity of the hybrid precoding.
By exploiting the above characteristics of the spatial lobes
and considering a relatively large number of antennas are
usually employed in mmWave IoT systems, we make a rea-
sonable assumption that the paths in different spatial lobes
are approximately orthogonal since the AOAs/AODs of these
paths are sufficiently separable. Therefore, the paths in the
Fig. 2. The polar plot of mmWave channel measured in Manhattan at 28
GHz [27].
mmWave channel could be divided into several approximately
orthogonal groups. An example of the angular domain distri-
bution for the propagation paths considered in this paper is
shown in Fig. 3, where there are four spatial lobes and each
spatial lobe contains two subpaths.
60°
240°
30°
210°
0° 
180°
330°
150°
300°
120°
270° 90°
Subpath
Spatial lobe
Orthogonal
Fig. 3. An example of the angular domain paths in the mmWave channel,
where there are four spatial lobes and each spatial lobe contains two subpaths.
B. SLD Operation and the Equivalent Spatial Lobes Channel
As we could see, the clustered mmWave channel (4) is
made of multiple propagation paths. Therefore, grouping the
paths means dividing the channel. Based on the sparseness
property of the mmWave in the angular domain, the SLD
operation groups the total paths into several spatial lobes and
reconstruct the mmWave channel (4) into the equivalent spatial
lobe channel. Note that, the number of groups and the number
of paths in each group are the number of spatial lobes and the
number of sub-paths in each spatial lobe, respectively.
The equivalent spatial lobes channel could be written as
Hsl =
√
NtNr
PQ
P∑
p=1
Qp∑
q=1
αp,qar(θ
r
p,q)at(θ
t
p,q)
∗
= H1 + H2 + ...+ HP ,
(13)
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where Hi =
√
NtNr
PQ
Qp∑
q=1
αi,qar(θ
r
i,q)at(θ
t
i,q)
∗, i = 1, 2, ..., P
represents the ith sub-channel which contains the paths in the
ith spatial lobe for both transmitter and receiver, P is the
number of spatial lobes, and Qp is the number of subpaths
in the pth spatial lobe. According to [22, Section II-A] and
[23, Section V-A], the maximum number of the spatial lobes
is 5 and the mean angles of the spatial lobes are uniformly
distributed between 0 and 2pi, while the angles (AOAs/AODs)
of the paths in one spatial lobe are randomly distributed within
the range of the spatial lobe. Since the paths in different spatial
lobes are approximately orthogonal, these sub-channels could
be treated as approximately orthogonal to each other. The
expression form of (13) is similar as the cluster channel model
(4) and could be regarded as a reconstruction of (4). Therefore,
we make H = Hsl in the rest of the paper. We could also write
(13) in a more compact expression as
H=Ardiag(α)At
∗, (14)
where Ar =
[
ar(θ
r
1,1),ar(θ
r
1,2), ...,ar(θ
r
1,Q1
), ...,ar(θ
r
P,QP
)
]
and At =
[
at(θ
t
1,1),at(θ
t
1,2), ...,at(θ
t
1,Q1
), ...,at(θ
t
P,QP
)
]
.
Accoding to the spatial lobe property, the above two antenna
array response matrices could be divided into several parts as
At =
[
At1,At2, ...AtP
]
, (15)
Ar =
[
Ar1,Ar2, ...ArP
]
, (16)
where
Ati =
[
at(θ
t
i,1),at(θ
t
i,2), ...,at(θ
t
i,Qi)
]
, i = 1, 2, ..., P (17)
and
Ari =
[
ar(θ
r
i,1),ar(θ
r
i,2), ...,ar(θ
r
i,Qi)
]
, i = 1, 2, ..., P (18)
contain the antenna array response vectors of the ith sub-
channel. According to (14)-(18), it could be obtained that Q
is the upper bound of the rank of the sub-channel. Therefore,
we actually divide the mmWave channel into several low-rank
approximately orthogonal sub-channels.
C. Hybrid Precoding Based on Spatial Lobes Division
In this subsection, we present a low complexity hybrid
precoding scheme based on the SLD operation. In the design
of the hybrid precoding, a principle of maximizing the usage
of the channel is adopted, that is we keep the number of the
data streams equal to the number of the total paths.
Lemma 1: (from [31]). Each left and right singular vectors
corresponding to non-zero eigenvalues of the matrix channel
converge in chordal distance to the array response vectors
when the number of the total paths (L) in the channel is
much less than the number of antennas at both transmitter
and receiver, i.e., L = o(Nt) and L = o(Nr).
Lemma 1 demonstrates that the array response vectors
are approximate orthogonal with each other and the channel
representation (14) “converges” to the SVD of H for large
number of the antennas.
Corollary 1: When L  min(Nt, Nr), the left and right
singular matrices of the total channel matrix H consist of
the left and right singular vectors from the sub-channels,
respectively.
Proof: For the ith sub-channel, we have
Hi = Aridiag(αi)Ati
∗ = UiΣiV∗i . (19)
According to (15) and (16), the total array response matrices
consist of the array response matrices for each sub-channel.
In the meantime, according to Lemma 1, we could conclude
that left and right singular vectors corresponding to the Q
largest singular values in Ui and V∗i converge in chordal
distance to the responding array response vectors in Ari and
Ati, respectively.
Since the left and right singular matrices are the optimal
unconstrained fully digital precoding matrices, Corollary 1
indicates that, the design of the precoding matrix for the total
channel matrix could be divided into the precoding design
for each sub-channel when L  min(Nt, Nr). Note that
the angles of antenna response vectors for different spatial
lobes are sufficiently separable, which makes the “inter-lobes”
interference very small. Thus, even the antenna response
vectors are not orthogonal to each other for the antennas
array of practical size, we could still divide the total hybrid
precoding problem into several subproblems, each of which is
only designed for one sub-channel.
Therefore, for the ith spatial lobe or sub-channel, the
optimization problem could be formulated as
(FoptRFi ,F
opt
BBi
) = arg min
FBBi ,FRFi
∥∥Fopti − FRFiFBBi∥∥F ,
s.t. FRFi ∈ FRF,
‖FRFiFBBi‖2F = NsAi
/
P∑
i=1
Ai,
(20)
where Fopti = Vi(:, 1 : Qi) is the optimal reference
precoding matrix, FRFi and FBBi are the analog precoding
matrix and digital precoding matrix for the ith sub-channel,
respectively. FRF =
⋃
i=1,2,...,P
FRFi is the set of the feasible
RF precoders and FRFi is the feasible set of RF precoder for
the ith sub-channel. Ai is the total power in the ith spatial
lobe and we assume equal power distribution in this paper.
Note that, since the number of paths Qi in each sub-channel
is very small, i.e., Qi  min(Nt, Nr), the sub-channel could
be considered to be in a very poor scattering environment.
Inspired by Lemma 1, in the proposed hybrid precoding
scheme, we set the antenna array response matrices Ati and
Ari as the reference matrices Fres, rather than the fully digital
precoding matrix obtained by high-dimensional SVD, for the
ith sub-channel. However, for arrays of practical sizes, only
setting Ati and Ari as the reference precoding matrices may
cause many performance losses. Therefore, we further perform
a digital precoding design at the baseband. In summary, in
our hybrid precoding scheme, we decouple the solution of
the optimization problem (20) into analog and digital phases,
where the target of the analog precoding is to find the constant
amplitude vectors which are closest to each entry of the Fres
in the l2 norm sense, and the digital precoding is aimed to
remove the interference and perform power allocation to these
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vectors. We demonstrate the design of the analog and digital
precoding matrices in detail as follows.
Lemma 2: For the selected vectors of different sub-channels,
there is no overlap between the corresponding feasible sets
FRFi , i = 1, 2, ..., P .
Proof: Define the beam coverage of the ith spatial lobe
as
CV(SLi) =
⋃
j=1,2,...,Q
CV
(
a(θti,j)
)
, i = 1, 2, ..., P, (21)
where CV(a(θti,j)) is the beam coverage of the steering
vectors in the ith spatial lobe (sub-channel). For the ULA
considered in this paper, the half-power beam width of the
array is approximately equal to 102◦/N [32], where N is
the number of antennas, i.e., length(CV(a(θti,j))) = 102◦/N
(length(CV(.)) represents the beam width of CV(.)). There-
fore, we have
102◦
N
≤ length(CV(SLi)) ≤ Qi 102
◦
N
. (22)
As shown in Fig. 3, the AOAs and AODs in different spatial
lobes are sufficiently separable. When the angle interval 4θ
between the mean angles of different spatial lobes satisfies
4θ > Qi 102
◦
N
, (23)
there will be no overlap between different spatial lobes.
Moreover, since the angles of CV(FRFi) could not exceed
the range of the ith spatial lobe, we have
CV(FRFi) ⊆ CV(SLi). (24)
Therefore, there will be no overlap between the different
feasible sets.
Lemma 2 indicates that the selected vectors for different
sub-channel cause small interference with each other and the
total feasible set FRF could be simply divided into P parts
for each sub-channel to select the vectors in parallel. Actually,
this is why we assume that the paths in different spatial lobes
are approximately orthogonal with each other in section III.A.
Therefore, (20) could be simplified as
(FoptRFi ,F
opt
BBi
) = arg min
FBBi ,FRFi
∥∥Fopti − FRFiFBBi∥∥F ,
s.t. FRFi ∈ FRFi ,
‖FRFiFBBi‖2F = NsAi
/
P∑
i=1
Ai,
(25)
In the analog precoding phase, to make the precoding
scheme more practical for the limited feedback system, feasi-
ble sets are quantized with limited b bits [33]. The quantized
candidate matrix for the transmitter is
Aquantt =
[
aquantt (θ1), a
quant
t (θ2), ..., a
quant
t (θ2b)
]
, (26)
where the entries of Aquantt are
aquantt (θi) =
1√
Nt
[
1, e
jpisin(
2pi(i−1)
2b
)
, ..., e
j(Nt−1)pisin( 2pi(i−1)
2b
)
]T
.
(27)
Note that, the quantization candidate matrix divides the
angular domain space into 2b parts uniformity, and could be
further divided into P spatial lobes parts as
Aquantt =
[
Aquantt1 ,A
quant
t2 , ...,A
quant
tP
]
. (28)
Given the quantization matrices, the remaining operations
in the analog precoding phase are to find the vectors form
the quantization matrices which are closest to each entry of
the Fres in the l2 norm sense. This is equivalent to find
the vectors along which the reference matrix Fres has the
maximum projection. We only introduce the analog precoding
design at the transmitter, while the analog precoding matrix at
the receiver could be obtained in the same way. The correlation
matrix is
Ψ = Aquant∗ti Fres. (29)
The power distributed in each direction could be calculated as
k = diag(ΨΨ∗). (30)
Then, we select the position indexes of the Qi largest values in
k, and obtain the corresponding vectors from the quantization
matrices. Once a vector has been selected, the value of the
corresponding location in k is set to be zero to eliminate the
effects of the vector. According to (29) and (30), the analog
precoding matrix for the ith sub-channel could be obtained as
FRFi = [FRFi1 ,FRFi2 , ...,FRFiQi ], i = 1, 2, ..., P, (31)
where FRFij represents the selected vectors steering at the
jth paths in the ith sub-channel. After the analog precoding
matrices for all sub-channels are obtained, the final analog
precoding matrix at the transmitter could be determined by
FRF = [FRF1 ,FRF2 , ...,FRFP ]. (32)
Note that, since the selected vectors FRFij are not orthogonal-
ized, we only need to find these vectors to steer at the paths
and leave the orthogonalization process to the digital precoding
phase. In the similar way, the analog precoding matrix at the
receiver could be obtained as
WRF = [WRF1 ,WRF2 , ...,WRFP ]. (33)
After the analog precoding phase, we obtain the effective
low-dimensional channel as
Heq = W
∗
RFHFRF
= [WRF1 ,WRF2 , ...,WRFP ]
∗
H [FRF1 ,FRF2 , ...,FRFP ]
=

W∗RF1HFRF1 , W
∗
RF1
HFRF2 , . . . ,W
∗
RF1
HFRFP
W∗RF2HFRF1 , W
∗
RF2
HFRF2 , . . . ,W
∗
RF2
HFRFP
...
...
. . .
...
W∗RFPHFRF1 , W
∗
RFP
HFRF2 , . . . ,W
∗
RFP
HFRFP

=

H˜11, H˜12, . . . , H˜1P
H˜21, H˜22, . . . , H˜2P
...
...
. . .
...
H˜P1, H˜P2, . . . , H˜PP
 ,
(34)
where H˜ij ∈ CQi×Qj are called as effective sub-channels.
According to (14), we could find that WRFi and FRFi are
one by one correspondence for the ith sub-channel. Therefore,
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Algorithm 1 Hybrid Precoding Based on Spatial Lobes Divi-
sion (HYP-SLD)
Input: At, Ar, Aquantt , Aquantr
Output: FRF, FBB,WRF, WBB
1: for i ≤ P do
2: Fres = Ati
3: Ψ = Aquant∗ti Fres
4: for j ≤ Qi do
5: k ← argmaxl=1,...,Qdiag(ΨΨ∗)
6: FRFi =
[
FRFi
∣∣∣Aquant(k)ti ]
7: Eliminate the effect of the selected vector
diag(ΨΨ∗)(l) = 0
8: end for
9: end for
10: FRF ← [FRF1 ,FRF2 , ...,FRFP ]
11: We could obtain WRF in the same way
12: WRF = [WRF1 ,WRF2 , ...,WRFP ]
13: Heq = W
∗
RFHFRF
14: for i ≤ P do
15: Compute the SVD of W∗RFiHFRFi from Heq
16: W∗RFiHFRFi = UiiΣiiV
∗
ii
17: FBBi = Vii,WBBi = Uii
18: end for
19: FBB = blkdiag(FBB1 ,FBB2 , ...,FBBP )
20: WBB = blkdiag(WBB1 ,WBB2 , ...,WBBP )
21: FBB =
√
Ns
FBB
‖FRFFBB‖F
only the diagonal effective sub-channels make sense, and (34)
could be rewritten as
H˜eq =
 H˜11 . . .
H˜PP
 , (35)
where H˜ii contains the paths whose AODs and AOAs belong
to the ith spatial lobe.
Lemma 3: The left and right singular matrices of the
effective channel H˜eq could be directly obtained by applying
SVD for each effective sub-channel H˜ii, i = 1, 2, ..., P .
Proof: For each effective sub-channel, we have
H˜ii = U˜iiΣ˜iiV˜
∗
ii, i = 1, 2, ..., P, (36)
where U˜ii and V˜ii are the left and right singular matrices
of Hii and Σii is a diagonal matrix with the singular values
arranged in decreasing order. Therefore, the effective channel
(35) could be written as
H˜eq =
 U˜11Σ˜11V˜
∗
11
. . .
U˜PP Σ˜PP V˜
∗
PP

= U˜Σ˜V˜∗,
(37)
where
U˜ =
 U˜11 . . .
U˜PP
 , (38)
Σ˜ =
 Σ˜11 . . .
Σ˜PP
 , (39)
V˜ =
 V˜11 . . .
V˜PP
 . (40)
Since U˜ii and V˜ii are unitary matrices and Σ˜ii is a diagonal
matrix of non-negative elements, U˜Σ˜V˜∗ is a singular value
decomposition of the channel H˜eq.
Note that, since there is no constant magnitude constrains
in the digital precoding phase, the digital precoding matrices
could be directly obtained by applying SVD. According to
Lemma 3, the digital precoding matrices for the transmitter
and receiver could be easily determined as
FBB = V˜,WBB = U˜. (41)
Finally, the precoding matrices are normalized to satisfy the
power constrains at the transmitter. The proposed scheme is
described in detail in Algorithm 1.
D. Computational Complexity Analysis
In this subsection, we briefly analyze the complexity of
proposed HYP-SLD hybrid precoding scheme. To simplify the
expression, we assume Q = Q1 = ... = QP in this subsection.
Compared with the OMP scheme, the reduction in complexity
is mainly reflected in the following aspects.
1) The optimal fully digital precoding is not needed in
advance. Considering that the optimal precoding matrices
converge in chordal distance to antennal response matrices for
limited scattering paths [31], we set Ati and Ari rather than
the fully digital precoding matrices as the reference matrices
for the ith sub-channel, which could avoid SVD operation of
high-dimensional channel matrix.
2) The search space of the selected analog precoding vectors
is reduced. In the analog precoding phase, both the candidate
matrix and the reference matrix are divided into P parts
according to the spatial lobes. For the ith sub-channel, we
only need to select the vector from the corresponding part of
the quantization matrix, along which the corresponding part
of the reference matrix has the maximum projection.
3) The SVD in digital precoding phase is divided. After
the analog precoding phase, we obtain the digital domain
mmWave channel Heq with PQ × PQ dimension. Since the
effective sub-channels make up a block diagonal matrix H˜eq,
we are able to handle each effective Q × Q sub-channel
separately to obtain the digital precoding matrices, which is
actually implemented by performing SVD shown as (37).
The computation complexities for all hybrid precoding
design phases at the transmitter are summarized in Table
I. The complexity of computing precoding matrices at both
the transmitter and the receiver doubles the number of the
operations, while the order of the overall complexity un-
changed. Taking Nt = 64, Nr = 32, N tRF = 16, N
r
RF = 8,
P = 4, Q1 = ... = QP = Q = 2, b = 7, Ns = PQ = N
r
RF
for example, we find that the reduction of the complexity is
more than 99% compared with the OMP scheme.
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TABLE I
THE COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY FOR DIFFERENT HYBRID
PRECODING SCHEMES AT THE TRANSMITTER
hhhhhhhhhhComputation
Scheme OMP HYP-SLD
Fopt O(N2t Nr +N3r ) NULL
Analog precoding matrix O(2bNtNtRFNs) O(2bNtQ)
Digital precoding matrix O((NtRF)2Nt(NtRF +Ns)) O(PQ3)
IV. PROPOSED SPATIAL LOBES DIVERSITY COMBINING
SCHEME HYP-SLD-MRC
In the HYP-SLD hybrid precoding scheme, the data streams
are associated with the subpaths in each spatial lobe, which
inspires us to further utilize these subpaths. As has shown in
(39), the singular values matrix of H˜eq is
Σ˜ =
 Σ˜11 . . .
Σ˜PP
 , (42)
where
Σ˜ii =
 Σ˜ii1 . . .
Σ˜iiQi
 , i = 1, 2, ..., P, (43)
contains the singular values for the ith spatial lobe and
Σ˜ii1 ≥ Σ˜ii2 ≥ ... ≥ Σ˜iiQi . It could be observed that Σ˜ii
has at least one dominated singular value of the total channel
matrix H when the AOAs and AODs of different spatial
lobes are sufficiently separable. Moreover, when the number
of data streams approaches the number of paths, most singular
values including the relatively small singular values are used
to transmit signals, which causes poor BER performance.
Motivated by this, we determine to design an optional
diversity combining scheme to reduce the BER when the
IoT system prefers better BER performances. Specifically, we
firstly introduce the classic maximal-ratio combining (MRC)
diversity combining technique [34]. Then, a new type of
diversity combining scheme based on MRC is proposed for
the mmWave IoT system.
A. Maximal-Ratio Combining Scheme
In a SIMO system where the receiver is equipped with N
antennas, the received signal vector is
ymrc = hsmrc + n, (44)
where h = [h0, h1, ..., hN−1]T represents the channel gain
vector, smrc is the unit power signal transmitted and n is
additive white gaussian noise. MRC conducts a weighted
sum across all branches (antennas) with the objective of
maximizing SNR [34], where the weight vector is
wmrc = h
∗/‖h‖. (45)
The output signal could be obtained by
yˆmrc = wmrcymrc. (46)
LMMSE
Q
1
w
output
Q
1
Sˆ
1
yˆ
output
Q Q ˆ Py
ˆ
P
S P
P
w
Q
Q
PP
1
y
P
y
SNR
Fig. 4. The block diagram of the proposed HYP-SLD-MRC diversity
combining scheme.
Since the signal smrc has unit average power, the instantaneous
output SNR could be calculated by
γ =
|h∗h|2
σ2h∗h
=
h∗h
σ2
=
N−1∑
n=0
|hn|2
σ2
=
N−1∑
n=0
γn, (47)
where γn is the input SNR at the nth antenna. As we can see,
the output SNR is the summation of the input SNRs, which
is actually the maximum output SNR. Therefore, the output
signal achieves better BER performance due to the increase of
the SNR. Generally, the variable gain weighting factor wmrc
could be set to be the ratio of the signal amplitude to the noise
power for the diversity path, which has been proved in [34].
B. Proposed HYP-SLD-MRC Diversity Combining Scheme
In this subsection, we demonstrate the proposed HYP-SLD-
MRC diversity combining scheme shown in Fig. 4. According
to the singular values matrix (43), we find that each sub-
channel contains at least a dominated singular value of the total
channel. Meanwhile, since the number of subpaths satisfies
Q  min(Nt, Nr), there is no strong correlation between
the data streams on different subpaths. Therefore, we could
perform the diversity combining scheme in each sub-channel.
At the transmitter, the signals in (1) are divided into P
blocks, which is given by
s = [s1, s2, ..., sP ]
T , (48)
where si, i = 1, 2, ..., P, contains Q copies of one signal
transmitted along the ith spatial lobe (sub-channel), i.e.,
si = [si1, si2, ..., siQi ]
T , (49)
and
si1 = si2 = ... = siQi . (50)
The above signals are transmitted using the mmWave channel
based on the proposed HYP-SLD precoding scheme. There-
fore, we associate si with the ith sub-channel. At the receiver,
linear minimum mean square error (LMMSE) demodulator
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is utilized to demodulate the received signal y in (3). The
demodulated signal vector could be obtained by
sˆ = (Ĥ∗Ĥ + σ2I)−1Ĥ∗Ĥs + (Ĥ∗Ĥ + σ2I)−1Ĥ∗W∗Tn
=
[
sˆ1, sˆ2, ..., sˆP
]T
=
[
sˆ11, sˆ12, ..., sˆ1Q1 , ..., sˆPQP
]T
,
(51)
where Ĥ = W∗BBW
∗
RFHFRFFBB, and sˆi contains Q re-
ceived copies transmitted along the ith sub-channel.
To maximize the output SNR for each sub-channel, we
adopt the concept of MRC to combine the Q signal copies of
sˆi, i = 1, 2, ..., P . Since the power of the transmitted symbol is
normalized, the received signal amplitude after demodulation
could be written as
Ps =
∥∥∥Ĥ∥∥∥2
F
/∥∥∥Ĥ∗Ĥ + σ2I∥∥∥
F
. (52)
The noise power is
Pn = (Ĥ
∗Ĥ+ σ2I)−1Ĥ∗W∗Tn ∗ ((Ĥ∗Ĥ+ σ2I)−1Ĥ∗W∗Tn)∗
= σ2
∥∥∥Ĥ∗W∗T∥∥∥2
F
/∥∥∥Ĥ∗Ĥ+ σ2I∥∥∥2
F
.
(53)
Since the analog precoding matrices are selected from the
quantized candidate matrices and the digital precoding matri-
ces are unitary matrices, we have
W∗TWT=INs . (54)
Therefore, (53) could be simplified as
Pn = σ
2
∥∥∥Ĥ∗∥∥∥2
F
/∥∥∥Ĥ∗Ĥ + σ2I∥∥∥2
F
. (55)
Then, the weight value for the total signals could be computed
by
ŵ =
Ps
Pn
=
∥∥∥Ĥ∗Ĥ + σ2I∥∥∥
F
σ2
≈
∥∥∥Ĥ∗Ĥ∥∥∥
F
σ2
=
∥∥∥Ĥ∥∥∥2
F
σ2
,
(56)
which is actually the SNR before the LMMSE demodulation.
Therefore, we set the SNRs of the Q received signal copies
before demodulation as the weight values and add the corre-
sponding demodulated signals together, which is shown in Fig
4. Each weight value could be calculated as
wij = |˜sij |2
/|n˜(ij, :)|2, (57)
where 1 ≤ i ≤ P, 1 ≤ j ≤ Qi, s˜ = Ĥs, and n˜ = W∗Tn. The
total weight vector is
w = [w1,w2...,wP ], (58)
where wi = [wi1, wi2..., wiQi ], i = 1, 2..., P, represents the
weight vector for the ith sub-channel and is normalized in
advance. The output signal vector is
yˆ =
[
yˆ1, yˆ2, ..., yˆP
]T
. (59)
For each yˆi, i = 1, 2, ...,P, we have
yˆi =
[
yˆi1, yˆi2, ..., yˆiQi
]T
, (60)
where each yˆij is the linearly combination of the demodulated
signals, which could be calculated by
yˆi1 = yˆi2 = ... = yˆiQi =
Qi∑
j=1
wij sˆij . (61)
In the proposed HYP-SLD-MRC diversity combining scheme,
output SNR is maximized for each sub-channel, which could
be easily proved by the Chebyshev inequality. For MRC,
the diversity gain is proportional to the number of antennas
(N ) since the output SNR is expanded by N times [35].
Thus, through the proposed HYP-SLD-MRC scheme, Q times
diversity gains could be obtained which will improve the BER
performance. Moreover, we only need to perform diversity
combining on each sub-channel, which makes the signals
transmitted along different sub-channels independent. There-
fore, P times multiplexing gains could also be obtained.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we evaluate the performances of the pro-
posed HYP-SLD hybrid precoding scheme and HYP-SLD-
MRC diversity combining scheme. Both the transmitter and
the receiver of IoT devices are equipped with ULA, where
Nt = 64, N tRF = 16 , Nr = 32 and N
r
RF = 8 [17]. Ac-
cording to the measurement activity in downtown Manhattan
environment [27]–[29], the frequency of the mmWave is set
to be 28 GHz and the bandwidth is set to be 100 MHz.
We adopt the clustered narrow-band mmWave channel with
sparsity property in the angular domain. According to the step
procedures for generating the mmWave channel in [27], [29],
we make some reasonable simplifications and set the channel
parameters as follows. For P spatial lobes, the whole angular
domain is divided into P parts uniformly and the mean angles
of spatial lobes (θ˜i, i = 1, 2, ..., P ) are uniformly distributed
within [0, 2pi], i.e., θ˜i = 2piP (i− 1). The angle spread of each
spatial lobe is set as ∆θ = piP to make the angles of paths
in different spatial lobes sufficiently separable and the angles
of subpaths in one spatial lobe are randomly distributed. The
gains of paths in each spatial lobe are assumed to be Rayleigh
distributed and the total power of the channel is normalized
which satisfies E[‖H‖2F ] = NtNr.
Fig. 5 compares the spectral efficiency of the proposed
HYP-SLD, OMP precoding scheme and fully digital precoding
scheme (marked as SVD) with different numbers of spatial
lobes and subpaths, respectively. Due to the sparse character-
istic of mmWave, the number of spatial lobes and subpaths
are both very small, specially the maximum number of spatial
lobes is 5 for 28 GHz and 73 GHz mmWave signals [28]. It
could be observed that the proposed HYP-SLD scheme always
achieves similar spectral efficiency as the OMP scheme and
the fully digital precoding scheme.
In Fig. 6, we compare the BER performances of HYP-SLD,
OMP and the fully digital precoding schemes with different
numbers of the subpaths and spatial lobes, respectively. The
modulation scheme is QPSK. We observe that three schemes
achieve similar BER performances for different Q and P .
Moreover, the BER performances for different numbers of
spatial lobes are very close. However, when the number of the
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Fig. 5. Spectral efficiencies of HYP-SLD, OMP and fully digital precoding
schemes with (a) different numbers of spatial lobes P and Q = 2; (b) different
numbers of subpaths Q and P = 2, where, Nt = 64, Nr = 32, NtRF =
16, NrRF = 8, b = 7.
subpaths increases, the BER performances decreases greatly.
The above phenomenon demonstrates that the number of
subpaths has a greater impact on the BER performance.
Fig. 7 shows the spectral efficiencies of different schemes
with different numbers of RF chains, where SNR = 0 dB,
Ns = 3, b = 7. We observe that when N rRF varies from 2 to
10, the spectral efficiencies of HYP-SLD remain unchanged.
The performance gap originates from two main aspects. 1) We
utilize the array response matrices as the reference matrices
instead of the optimal precoding matrices; 2) We only utilize
N rRF = N
t
RF = PQ RF chains to transmit and receive signals.
Note that, the performance gaps are no more than 5% while
the complexity could be reduced by 99%.
Fig. 8 compares the spectral efficiencies of different
schemes with different numbers of antennas, where P = Q =
2, Ns = N
t
RF = N
r
RF = 4, b = 8 and SNR=0 dB. We observe
that the proposed HYP-SLD scheme always achieves similar
spectral efficiency as the fully digital precoding scheme even
for not very large numbers of antennas (e.g., Nt = Nr = 16).
In the meantime, it could be observed that when the number
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Fig. 6. BERs of HYP-SLD, OMP and fully digital precoding schemes with
(a) different numbers of spatial lobes P and Q = 1; (b) different numbers
of subpaths Q and P = 2, where Nt = 64, Nr = 32, NtRF = 16, N
r
RF =
8, b = 7.
of antennas turns very large, there are some performance gaps
between the HYP-SLD scheme and the fully digital precoding
scheme. This is because the number of quantization bits is not
relatively large enough when Nt and Nr become larger.
Fig. 9 shows the BER performances of the HYP-SLD, OMP,
fully digital and the proposed HYP-SLD-MRC diversity com-
bining scheme with different numbers of data streams, where
Nt = 64, Nr = 32, N
t
RF = 16, N
r
RF = 8, P = 4, Q = 2. It
could be observed that the BER performances of the HYP-
SLD, OMP, fully digital precoding schemes are almost the
same and the BER performances of HYP-SLD-MRC always
outperform the fully digital precoding for different numbers of
data streams. Moreover, the more the number of data streams
is, the more obvious the performance improvement becomes.
This is because smaller singular values are used to transmit
signals when the number of data streams becomes larger. The
proposed HYP-SLD-MRC is able to transmit the signal copy
along the smallest singular value and achieves the maximum
output SNR for each sub-channel.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed a low complexity hybrid pre-
coding scheme and a diversity combining scheme in the
mmWave IoT system. The sparseness property in the angular
domain of the mmWave was fully utilized to design the
low complexity hybrid precoding scheme. Compared with the
widely used OMP scheme, the proposed HYP-SLD greatly
reduces the complexity. To improve the BER performance,
we proposed a new type of diversity combining scheme to
maximize the output SNR for each sub-channel, which allows
the diversity gains and the multiplexing gains to be obtained at
the same time. Simulation results have demonstrated that the
proposed low complexity hybrid precoding scheme exhibits
similar spectral efficiency and BER performances as the fully
digital precoding scheme. Moreover, the proposed HYP-SLD-
MRC achieves significant improvement in BER performance
compared with the fully digital precoding scheme. Note that
the proposed schemes only concern the single-user narrow-
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Fig. 9. BERs of HYP-SLD, OMP, HYP-SLD-MRC and the fully digital
precoding schemes with different numbers of data streams, where Nt =
64, Nr = 32, NtRF = 16, N
r
RF = 8, P = 4, Qi = 2, b = 7.
band system. Our future work will focus on multi-user and
wide-band scenarios, where the inter-user interference and
delay are key points to design the hybrid precoding scheme.
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